Multilevel research strategies characterize contemporary molecular inquiry into biological systems. We outline conceptual, methodological, and explanatory dimensions of these multilevel strategies in microbial ecology, systems biology, protein research, and developmental biology. This review of emerging lines of inquiry in these fields suggests that multilevel research in molecular life sciences has significant implications for philosophical understandings of explanation, modeling, and representation.
1. Introduction. For the past 40 years, philosophical discussions of molecular biology have typically associated it with reductionism (Brigandt and Love 2012b) . However, this framing of molecular methods and explanatory models does not do justice to much contemporary life science research (Darden 2005; Craver 2007; Bechtel 2010; Craver and Darden 2013) , where a wealth of data have made it possible to derive insights into the nature and consequences of molecular function across different timescales and multiple organizational levels of biological systems. Although a major driver of system-oriented research is the availability of copious molecular data from high-throughput technologies, generating biological knowledge from it is neither straightforward nor guaranteed. An integration of different data sets, methods, and models is necessary in order to understand how any particular biological system functions over time (O'Malley and Soyer 2012; see also Brigandt 2013b) . In this paper we describe different types of multilevel systems that should be on the radar of philosophers of science: macromolecular complexes within cells, organisms as developing individuals, and communities composed of microbial and multicellular taxa, as well as the biogeochemical cycles in which these communities participate. The diversity and heterogeneity of investigative approaches to these multilevel systems call out for more detailed analyses in order to comprehend how scientists successfully manipulate, explain, and predict in ways that diverge from standard philosophical expectations (e.g., reductionism).
Multilevel research can be understood in a number of philosophically interesting ways. Our review begins with the innovative molecular tools being used to examine different phenomena in the life sciences and provides a survey of several areas in which these multilevel research strategies have been deployed. We have consciously chosen systems at disparate scales in order to expose a wide range of epistemic issues that are ripe for philosophical exploration. Our aim is to draw attention to three different dimensions of inquiry-conceptual, methodological, and explanatory-that involve multiple lines of evidence and require a combination of approaches to produce integrated knowledge of biological function for these systems. There are conceptual dimensions because the systems range over multiple biological scales and require diverse units of analysis, methodological dimensions because this conceptual heterogeneity necessitates approaches that are capable of addressing multilevel composition and dynamics, and explanatory dimensions because different activities and entities are causally connected in multilevel systems and thus require explanatory models that can capture these interactions.
Even though multilevel strategies are widespread in contemporary life science, philosophers of science currently lack an understanding of how researchers use these tactics to investigate dynamic systems successfully. Traditional philosophical frameworks, such as reduction or unification, do not capture how various local epistemic considerations organize interdisciplinary research. In addition to multilevel explanation, which has been treated in some accounts of molecular mechanisms (Darden 2005; Craver 2007; Bechtel 2010) , our discussion of dynamic systems also highlights philosophical issues pertaining to modeling and representation, especially the scientific strategy of selectively approaching complexity with multiple, partial representations. tiple clusters of spatial and temporal organization. For example, in the ecological study of diverse microbial communities and ecosystems, advances in sequencing technology and computational methods (known as "metagenomic" tools) have enabled the collection and analysis of vast amounts of data about DNA, RNA, proteins, and metabolites (Riesenfeld, Schloss, and Handelsman 2004; Turnbaugh and Gordon 2008; VerBerkmoes et al. 2009 ). Biologists use these data to answer a variety of research questions about the causal dynamics of microbial assemblages, such as how these assemblages are crucial to the function of larger systems in which they are embedded, from human health to planetary biogeochemistry (Raes and Bork 2008; Dinsdale et al. 2009 ). Whereas earlier studies concentrated on cataloguing microscopic biodiversity from "simple" extreme environments to complex soil ecologies (e.g., Rondon et al. 2000; Tyson et al. 2004) , recent research has attempted to characterize the functions of groups of organisms from evolutionarily diverse taxa and the interactive dynamics of these communities over time (DeLong 2009 ). The process of moving from molecular inventories to a functional understanding of biological systems is challenging because many thousands of causal interactions across many levels of organization are involved. This shift to a multilevel perspective in light of a plethora of molecular data has stimulated novel approaches to traditional problems.
2.1. Humans as Ecosystems. Microbial ecologists use metagenomic tools to establish what genes and organisms inhabit specified environments. The term "microbiota" refers to the microbial consortia found in an environment, and "microbiome" refers to the community's assemblage of genes. 1 While the human body is often conceptualized as an individual organism, from a systems-ecological perspective it is seen as a dynamic ecosystem of host resources and commensal microbes (Ley, Peterson, and Gordon 2006) . Molecular knowledge of human microbiota has transformed investigative practices, as well as numerous aspects of human biology and medicine. A common approach is to identify microbes in various locations of the human body (e.g., skin, mouth, and large intestine) using standard genetic markers (Turnbaugh et al. 2009; McDonald et al. 2013) . Another approach is to gather sequence information about the entire community genome in order to derive insights about metabolic activities or other environmental interactions (Larsen et al. 2011; Fierer et al. 2012a ). Both approaches have limitations in how they identify biodiversity owing to sampling, sequencing, and analysis issues, but they have led to numerous striking discoveries. 1. Occasionally "microbiome" is used to mean "microbiota" (the assemblage of organisms), probably because "biome" normally means a biological community in a particular habitat. However, the "ome" in "microbiome" refers to "omic" data extracted from the microbiota (Gordon 2012).
One unexpected finding was the uniqueness of the microbiome in each human gut. Despite the apparent similarity of much human physiology, variations in the colonization and maintenance process make individual human microbiomes compositionally distinct (Ursell et al. 2012) . However, interindividual differences in these microbial communities (discerned from the abundance of species-specific marker genes) often have little or no causal impact on the host because of functional redundancy (Shade and Handelsman 2012) . The composition of taxa can vary enormously, but the community still performs the same functions, such as substrate metabolism or antibiotic resistance (Hamady and Knight 2009) . But community composition at the phylum rather than species level can have important causal effects (Turnbaugh et al. 2009 ), which challenges the tenet that phyla are not "real" taxonomic groups (unlike species), nor ones with causal powers (Philippot et al. 2010) . Although attributions of community or phylum causality are usually based on strong correlations, these inferences are increasingly corroborated by experimental studies, such as germ-free mice subjected to controlled microbiota transplants (e.g., from obese or lean organisms) or mice "humanized" by diet and other physiological regimes (Faith et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2013 ). These studies support phylum-level effects of microbiota differences on metabolic syndromes such as obesity.
Human microbiome studies are multilevel in several ways. Conceptually, they interpret causal pathways within and across different kinds of systems based on the research question in view: an ecosystem of host plus microbial community, a community with functional properties (the microbiota), a molecular system (the microbiome) that represents the community, or networks of functional interactions central to that community. Methodologically, microbiome research synthesizes molecular analyses of networks with experimental methods that target populations of organisms or communities, thereby spanning a variety of system "levels" (Raes and Bork 2008) . Community assembly of the microbiota is modeled either by importing classical ecological models into microbial ecology (e.g., assembly rules based on counts of taxa; Fierer et al. 2012b) or by network methods that have been developed within genomics and metagenomics (e.g., Klitgord and Segrè 2011) .
Global Marine
Communities. The scope of metagenomic approaches goes beyond the organismal level (e.g., the human body, occupied by multiple microbial communities) to track causal pathways with planetwide effects. Marine environments were once thought of as sparsely inhabited deserts with linear trophic interactions that had limited roles for microbes (e.g., Lindeman 1942) . This view began to change dramatically with new marine food web models that added a quantitatively significant "microbial loop" of primary producers (very small photosynthesizers) and bacterial carbon consumers (Pomeroy 1974; Azam et al. 1983 ). Metagenomics and microbial ecology have further transformed trophic modeling by showing that "trophic levels" are much better conceptualized as nodes that link a variety of interactions (Azam and Malfatti 2007) . Microbial metabolic networks interact with the Earth's geochemistry to create biogeochemical systems that sustain and constrain life on this planet via cycles such as carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen (Falkowski, Fenchel, and DeLong 2008) .
Some analyses of biological systems involve applying algorithms to molecular data sets generated by global projects, such as the Earth Microbiome Project (http://www.earthmicrobiome.org/). These algorithms pick out significant patterns for which explanations are then sought. This is sometimes characterized as a "bottom-up" perspective in which patterns are investigated further by modeling, experiment, or other analytical techniques (Faust and Raes 2012; Gilbert et al. 2012) . "Top-down" approaches, in which a theoretical framework is applied to diverse data in order to examine the theory's applicability, are required as well (Burke et al. 2011 ). 2 These different approaches capture many of the causal dynamics that operate in systems at different timescales (sampling intervals, daily cycles, seasons, evolution). While many methodological challenges prevent the straightforward connection of regional systems operating on diverse scales, successful exemplars act as templates for ambitious syntheses of complicated spatial and temporal organization (e.g., Larsen, Hamada, and Gilbert 2012) .
Rather than culminating in measures of organismal or species-level biodiversity, the target of microbial ecological analysis is the functional capacity of communities in environments. There is a long history of conceptualizing plant and animal communities as aggregates of individual organisms, but microbial ecologists often attribute causal properties to microbial communities (Zarraonaindia, Smith, and Gilbert 2013) ; they are modeled as causally efficacious entities (Sterelny 2006) . New data on community properties help to underwrite claims about community-level evolutionary selection due to the cohesiveness, reproducibility, and heritable properties of communities (e.g., Dethlefsen and Relman 2011).
Explaining Extraordinary Viral
Abundance. Despite the growing attention to global systems of microbial communities, viral dynamics are often ignored. Although not usually considered "alive," tiny viruses have enormous biological effects. There are more viruses than organisms, and they encode most of the genetic (sequence) diversity that exists on the planet (Rohwer and Thurber 2009) . Viruses control the abundance of microbes (by killing them) and thereby regulate all of life. They also function as genetic repositories that shuttle genes back and forth between organisms (Dinsdale 2. For a different but relevant interpretation of "top down" and "bottom up" in these investigative contexts, see Zengler and Palsson (2012). et al. 2009 ). The abundance and diversity of environmental viral sequences indicate that viruses are major drivers of global biogeochemistry alongside their traditional roles as etiological agents of diseases (Suttle 2005) . A disconcerting corollary is that the totality of living organisms can be reconceptualized as a viral incubator-a controlled environment for their nurture and propagation. Viral metagenomics suggests that this view is a useful representation for some research purposes, including answering questions such as why so many viruses exist on Earth.
Diverse molecular data about the viral world can be integrated by applying different conceptual and theoretical frameworks. One top-down approach is to start with the unique capacity of viruses to be transmitted as "information only"-the DNA or RNA genome alone is transmitted and can evolve, not the machinery for its replication and transmission. Viral replication is therefore unlike other types of reproduction in which offspring are formed by parents (e.g., cell division or sexual reproduction). From a "viruses as information" theoretical perspective, viral abundance can be explained as a trade-off between informational replication and energy efficiency (Rohwer and Barott 2013) . This principle can be integrated into an ecosystem model that combines other salient ecological rules (e.g., niche creation, niche exclusion, competitive dynamics) and explains microbial evolution. By focusing on informational propagation, an understanding of the role of viruses as molecular manipulators of biogeochemistry and evolutionary change at multiple levels begins to emerge.
Top-down theorizing works as a multilevel approach by integrating diverse and previously disconnected data sets pertaining to different phenomena, thereby explaining the abundance of viruses in an ecological context (Edwards and Rohwer 2005) . While viral interactions must be incorporated to understand the full dynamics of any biological system, one might object that "viruses as information" captures only limited types and consequences of these interactions. But this objection assumes the goal of a single, comprehensive representation, instead of recognizing (as many scientists do) that all models are partial representations focused on some but not all features of the target phenomena. From the vantage point of energy efficiency, the "viruses as information" model makes testable and nontrivial claims about viral properties and the multilevel systems in which they are embedded. These properties are represented within a dynamic global system and interact in various ways with other biological systems (Suttle 2005) . Further molecular data can be used to test and refine these claims across spatial levels and temporal scales.
2.4. Multilevel Microbial Ecology. The above illustrations from microbial ecology indicate that multilevel systems are not understood exclusively as hierarchically "nested" inside one another and that levels of spatial organization are not sufficient to conceptualize these systems. Many relevant relationships are causal (i.e., functional) rather than compositional (Hüttemann and Love 2011). When the human body is treated as an ecosystem, a human can be viewed as an interactive niche generating molecules that regulate the microbiota, while human functions-including brain activities and behavior-are simultaneously being regulated by the microbiota (Cryan and Dinan 2012) . Despite the large bodies of molecular data available to microbial ecology, the causal relationships it dissects occur in localized hierarchies of function and structure that do not presume a total representation (Love 2012) . Selective aspects of target systems are examined and represented in multiple models (Green 2013; Weisberg 2013) , with various types of abstraction and idealization affecting data procurement and analysis as much as experimentation and explanatory modeling.
Selectivity in Multilevel Biological
Research. Any approach must choose specific system properties on which it will focus. For biological systems, physical properties also can be included. Ecosystems, for example, have abiotic as well as biotic components and dynamics. But when probing interactions in a physicochemical system, such as soil and the biota that inhabit it, a reconceptualization of the physical properties is necessary. Instead of depicting soil as a mere aggregation of particles, it can be understood effectively as a self-organizing adaptive system (Crawford et al. 2005) . Functional interdependencies among physical, chemical, and biological properties must be modeled to capture interactions within and between system variables represented by different compositional relations and temporal scales.
As the interactions between microscopic and subsurface biological agents in soil are better understood, we can comprehend their dynamic effects on macroscopic above-ground organisms, such as the impact of soil microbes on soil structure and plant growth (Crawford et al. 2005; Young et al. 2008 ). This array of insights afforded by molecular and mathematical analyses can be extended to additional system-states because soil ecosystems are parts of broader social systems, such as agriculture. Soil use (including damage) must be incorporated into models that attempt to predict the effects of particular agricultural strategies or climate change (Griffiths and Philippot 2011) . The coordinated use of multiple data sets and models that represent systems at a variety of spatial and temporal scales challenges traditional philosophical interpretations of scientific research as relying on a "primary" representational scheme or constructing a theory of a single, focal level of organization.
Any approach, no matter its scope and capacity to coordinate different representations, is subject to limitations on the possible physical and biological interactions that can be investigated. The implication is that researchers always have to be selective. One way to embrace this challenge and pursue associated multilevel insights is through a strategy that might be called "emergent parsi-mony." Understanding emergence is sometimes thought to involve encompassing more parameters and data of the complex system under inquiry. Not only is this impractical, but it is also unwarranted, even in an era of expanded computational capacity. Building more of everything into the model does not automatically augment knowledge, and it can in fact obscure the situation by including details that are not relevant for producing the system property that is a particular project's focus. Emergent phenomena may be produced by complex interactions, but understanding them requires epistemic restraint and informed decisions about what to include and what to leave out in representational models.
Methodological and representational strategies that are sensitive to this constraint include the use and development of models that selectively circumscribe the number of variables to be measured, or which partition systems according to different compositional and temporal principles, while still being able to manipulate, predict, or explain the phenomenon being investigated. Even in complex simulations that aim to include the interactions of every individual in a system (e.g., agent-based models), some parameters and expectations are built into the model to simplify its construction and make simulation feasible (Grimm 1999; Railsback 2001) . Other system-oriented approaches ignore individual interactions altogether and focus on populationlevel variables to explain the existence and dynamics of various properties that in combination account for system function.
Integrative Explanations: Mechanistic and Mathematical Models.
A characteristic feature of systems approaches in biology is the use of mathematical models and quantified molecular data to explore biological dynamics (e.g., Karr et al. 2012) . Various types of models are used, but differential equations play a key role in representing and predicting a system's behavior across time. These models were once less common in molecular biology, where causal explanations of mechanisms are often framed in terms of spatial relations and qualitative interactions among components. Philosophical discussion of molecular biology over the past decade has concentrated on this mechanistic explanatory strategy (Darden 2005; Craver 2007 ). But integrating multilevel mechanistic and mathematical models is crucial for a robust understanding of the dynamical aspects of biological systems, such as the effects of complex feedback loops or the generation of new kinds of entities and functions (Mitchell 2003 (Mitchell , 2009 Bechtel 2011 Bechtel , 2012 Hüttemann and Love 2011; Brigandt 2013c, forthcoming) .
Systems biology, which focuses on intracellular networks of dynamic interactions (Krohs and Callebaut 2007) , is an approach founded on the combination of mechanistic and mathematical types of models (Boogerd et al. 2007; Klipp et al. 2010; O'Malley and Soyer 2012) . Computational analysis and mathematical modeling complement the experimental study of molecular entities and their causal interactions (e.g., network models applied to large molecular data sets obtained from functional genomics projects; see Karr et al. 2012 ). An instructive case is the segmentation clock in vertebrates (Brigandt 2013c ). In early development, vertebrate segments differentiate sequentially in the embryo from head to tail. A crucial component of this process is the regularly oscillating level of gene activity in mesodermal tissue (Dequéant and Pourquié 2008; Oates, Morelli, and Ares 2012) . There also is a molecular gradient that travels from head to tail with constant speed-the wave front. When it passes by cells that happen to be at a particular point of the cycle of oscillating gene activity, the wave front defines the spatial boundary of the next segment to differentiate. Thus, segments of equal length form in a rhythmic pattern.
For an individual oscillating cell, a mechanistic model can show the genes and gene products involved, and whether they activate or inhibit one another, such as in negative feedback loops. This must be combined with a mathematical model of the complex regulatory network's functioning to explain why sustained (as opposed to damped) oscillations occur (Baker, Schnell, and Maini 2008) , why the oscillation has a particular period (which differs among vertebrate species), and why several different genes oscillate within a cell in a coordinated fashion, some in phase and others in antiphase (Goldbeter and Pourquié 2008) . Across individual cells, mechanistic models account for the cell-to-cell signaling that coordinates the oscillations of adjacent cells; mathematical models account for how the oscillations across cells maintain synchrony (Riedel-Kruse, Müller, and Oates 2007; Morelli et al. 2009; Herrgen et al. 2010) .
This case illustrates how explanations in systems biology model several levels integratively, combining interactions among molecular components of a cell (resulting in oscillations), interactions among cells (resulting in synchronization), and the interaction of oscillating tissue and the molecular wave front (resulting in the formation of segments). Such multilevel integration is concomitant with representational selectivity. The success of these approaches depends on a judicious choice of physical entities and interactions within the system of interest and their incorporation into models that abstract away from details or idealize features (Brigandt 2013c; Weisberg 2013) . Systems biology's synthesis of mathematical approaches and experimental practices expands how we understand scientific explanation. Even though philosophical accounts of mechanistic explanation were developed in contrast to law-based explanations encompassing quantitative principles, research strategies that investigate the multilevel consequences of small-scale molecular interactions in biological systems demonstrate how explanations must rely on a combination of causalmechanistic and mathematical models.
Representation and Manipulation in Model Systems.
Metagenomics and systems biology select boundaries that circumscribe interactions of interest in biological entities and processes (i.e., "systems"). Often, an entity or process is chosen as the basis for a more generalized understanding and thus becomes a model system. Philosophers of science do something similar in choosing particular scientific fields on which to base their generalizations (Wimsatt 2007) . We have so far emphasized cellular systems, both multitaxon communities formed by groups of cells in different environments and intracellular networks. Additional insights from the epistemic complexities of multilevel research strategies are found in the model systems that are constituents of individual cells.
Different Representations in Multilevel Research on Protein
Folding. The macromolecular structures called proteins are the workhorses of cells. They function in thousands if not millions of interactive arrangements to cause replication, regeneration, transport, signaling, structural integrity, and all the myriad activities that a cell must do to stay viable (Alberts et al. 2007 ).
Proteins are constituted by sequences of amino acids that usually fold into native structures within the cells of organisms in order to perform these activities. 3 The "problem" of protein folding has been characterized as predicting and explaining the actual three-dimensional structure that proteins adopt after forming linear two-dimensional amino acid chains (Dill et al. 2008) . Approaches to protein folding can be understood as an exemplar of how multilevel biological explanation works because more than just the atomic interactions of molecules constituting the protein are needed to explain their in vivo folding in the cellular environment. The explanation requires the causal contributions of folded, chaperone proteins already in three-dimensional states to assist in producing the functional conformation (Hüttemann and Love 2011; Love 2012) .
Any exploration of the multilevel research strategies directed at protein folding has to pay particular attention to how diverse methodological approaches are related to one another. Three-dimensional protein folding is tackled from multiple perspectives: the physics of intramolecular forces modeled in silico, the experimental study of in vitro folding using techniques of structural chemistry, and the in vivo analysis of position, interaction, and function by cell biologists (Chen et al. 2008) . Each perspective provides a partial and not completely overlapping account of protein-folding behavior. What is learned about folding from the physics of a protein's basic components will inform but not determine what is detected from the investiga-tion of chemical structure. Likewise, the details of chemical structure inform but do not completely specify the biological function in which the macromolecule participates.
Even for this small-scale intracellular system, we see the necessity of relating multiple perspectives to one another in order to manipulate, explain, and predict the target behavior. Each perspective requires input from the others to answer its research questions (Mitchell 2003 (Mitchell , 2009 . As a consequence, analyses of multilevel systems demand continual crosstalk between scientists as they investigate phenomena from different, often disciplinary-specific perspectives. Different perspectives target different features of the same phenomenon, employ different techniques to investigate those features, and express their results in different types of representations. Physicists typically explore the energetic properties of unfolded, partially folded, and stably folded proteins by in silico simulations of possible conformations (e.g., Urbanc et al. 2004) . Physical chemists apply nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography to denatured and native protein conformations in vitro to infer spatial organization from magnetic and light diffracting behaviors (e.g., Schotte et al. 2003) . Cell biologists use mutation studies and differential visualization techniques to explore interactions among multiple molecules in vivo (e.g., Walsh et al. 2002) .
Philosophical attention needs to be paid to research problems and how they guide the coordinative practices that integrate these different perspectives (Mitchell 2002; Love 2008; Brigandt 2010 Brigandt , 2013a . Rather than a single clear-cut question with one definitive answer, problems such as protein folding are enmeshed in a wider research agenda in which multilevel strategies of inquiry articulate with additional methods, models, and fields. Specific research problems-rather than overarching theories-structure and make coherent the diversity of approaches employed by researchers and facilitate systematic evaluations of the resulting contributions (Mitchell 2002; Brigandt and Love 2012a; Love 2013 Love , 2014 . For protein folding, integration among approaches occurs in numerous ways, including organized competitions in which different algorithms for protein structure prediction are tested against structures generated from experimental approaches (Moult et al. 1995; Ramsey 2007) . Philosophers have to understand how several, multilevel partial representations, which cannot simply be unified, are coordinated and used to inform one another in the context of specific problems rather than for the purpose of constructing or confirming a theory.
Multilevel Manipulation of Systems as Models of Development.
We have explored multilevel systems with different, partial characterizations of spatial and temporal scales. A similar perspective is applicable to modeling strategies that move from one type of organismal organization to another, specifically from unicellularity to multicellularity. This provides a novel tool in the context of developmental biology because ontogeny is traditionally understood as a phenomenon of metazoans. However, there is a large body of research on microbial development (e.g., Brun and Shimkets 2000) , and multilevel modeling of multicellular development can be accomplished with unicellular systems.
Genetics and allied molecular approaches are nowadays the standard for investigating multicellular animals and plants in developmental biology. Because the most powerful investigative techniques can be applied with greatest effect to single-celled organisms, these systems can be viewed as reductionist models of ontogeny. Many biologists assume that this strategy is not viable because development involves complex multicellular dynamics not exhibited by microbes. But a closer analysis of the criteria for experimental models demonstrates that microbes can be models for some but not all developmental phenomena (Love and Travisano 2013) . This is similar to the case of emergent parsimony where specific modeling objectives determine which theoretical simplifications may be used (sec. 3). Likewise, in developmental biology, the particular explanatory aim governs when the use of single-celled experimental systems is legitimate and implies that modeling ontogeny at multiple levels with different model organisms is warranted.
These criteria for experimental models include representational similarities between source and target phenomena and mechanisms, as well as how and to what degree they can be manipulated. Preferences in applying these criteria reveal key assumptions about how model systems are used. One is that experimental models are expected to represent a variety of developmental phenomena, whereas microbes often do not. Another is that cell dynamics are conceptualized in terms of the organism "individually," whereas microbial interactions are described as "social." However, moving back and forth between microbial and metazoan models with these criteria made explicit reveals the prospects and limitations for comprehending organismal ontogeny (and not just its parts) on the basis of microbial systems. This movement between different "levels" of model systems is another kind of multilevel modeling (Love and Travisano 2013) .
Conceptualizing "multilevel" in this way emphasizes how manipulability, in addition to representational similarity, is critical for selecting microbial molecular systems as models for evolutionary, ecological, and developmental processes. Without an understanding of how microbes are manipulated as experimental tools for a range of research objectives in multilevel modeling, philosophy of science cannot account for a large swathe of successful life science. The protein-folding example above demonstrates that scientists must move back and forth among physical, chemical, and biological models in order to explain and predict folding behavior effectively, where this does not require that one of these models is more fundamental. Dynamic system modeling expands our conception of scientific investigation by exemplifying how integration across levels, rather than reduction, and coordination among various representations, rather than unification, are the governing themes.
6. Philosophical Lessons from Multilevel Research Strategies. We have reviewed various cases of multilevel research in molecular life sciences that have not yet received thorough investigation by philosophers, such as multitaxa microbial communities and biogeochemical systems. All of the wide-ranging approaches to diverse multilevel systems described above raise significant philosophical questions about explanation, modeling, and representation, especially the demand for sophisticated integrative methods to produce new knowledge in these contexts. Deploying molecular approaches is not equivalent to embracing reductionism. Whether it is conceptualizing complex causal communities of microbes or physicochemical systems, combining mathematical and mechanistic models, or integrating different perspectives on protein folding, the philosophical lessons all derive from various dimensions of the multilevel research strategies we have canvassed.
The first dimension is conceptualizing the units of analysis. Multilevel representation takes into account the diversity of locally defined hierarchiescompositional and functional-because different research strategies foreground specific properties as part of the system of interest (e.g., human bodies conceptualized as ecosystems). "Levels" are not just nested spatial hierarchies but encompass heterogeneous clusters of causal properties related on different timescales that are relevant to particular inquiries. The second dimension is methodological. Different units of analysis require different combinations of methods, and these are chosen for their appropriateness to selected functional interactions that arise in the context of specific research problems. These problems coordinate different data sets about different system properties derived from multilevel methods in an ongoing manner, without an expectation that the process will bottom out at a preferred level. The third dimension pertains to explanation. Different types of models are necessary to explain relevant features of biological systems. Depending on the data available and the research question, top-down and bottom-up approaches are employed, each of which is multilevel in its own right but involves different explanatory tactics. The focus on function and dynamics in biological systems means that causal inputs from different organizational states of the system must be included, and the hierarchies represented in these analyses are domain specific. An important feature of this explanatory dimension is selectivity. Multilevel modeling emphasizes how aspects of a system are used as proxies to represent the larger system, or how manipulations of one model system are generalized or compared to other model systems.
These three dimensions of multilevel research strategies are exemplified in contemporary molecular inquiry into biological systems. "Reduction" does not adequately describe the integrative impulse underlying this multi-level production of new biological knowledge, which goes far beyond hierarchies that correspond to well-defined levels of organization. Nor does "unification" capture how scientists relate different representations to one another, because considerable back-and-forth negotiating occurs without the presumption of deriving a canonical or primary model as the result. Molecular data and methods thus require a richer philosophical vocabulary. Moreover, local scientific aims, rather than a global unification agenda, guide the choice of representational strategies. In addition to the standard scientific representations that philosophers have traditionally scrutinized (theories, models, and data), our discussion foregrounds the methodological strategies and explanatory aims operative in scientific practice (Love 2008 (Love , 2014 . Such local aims motivate scientists to develop certain conceptualizations and guide their assessments of the fecundity of representational tools and the appropriateness of particular selectivity choices (Brigandt 2013a ). An adequate analysis of contemporary biological practice-including but not limited to the fields we discussed above-must come to grips with these dimensions of multilevel research and the associated investigative strategies in order to obtain a more robust philosophical comprehension of the epistemic successes on display in molecular biological sciences.
